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Bush addresses
local employees
during area visit
Childcare, technology topics in speech
By Doris Kramer
Daily staff writer
High technology and adequate
child care were at the top of President George Bush’s list of priorities
at a speech Wednesday morning at
Ford Aerospace and Communications Co. in Palo Alto.
The president briefly skirted
through the Silicon Valley, arriving
Monday night and promptly departing the next day after an early morning speech to a crowd of more than
7(X) Ford employees and media personnel.
Bush toured the Ford plant to observe the technology behind the
Super Bird Satellite Project, which
the company successfully built for
Japan.
The project was a "major U.S.
system that the U.S can build competitively in a global market," he
said.
American satellites are used extensively by foreign powers, who
want affordable high-powered communications satellites. This will
keep America number one in aerospace technology into the 21st century. according to Bush.
"In aerospace, we can point with
pride to satellites whose technology
is American," Bush said. "Satellites like the Super Bird, at 5,500
pounds. are among the largest and
most powerful commercial communications satellites ever built."
Adding a local touch, he said
"5,5(X) pounds? That’s larger than
the 49er’s offensive line."
Rush also commended Ford Aerospace officials for providing a competitive edge in child care.
Ford offers an employee assistance program that provides options

open to the changing needs and demographics of their employees.
"I salute to your example and applaud its emphasis on choice," Bush
said. "There are sonic congressional
childcare initiatives that are well
meaning, but do not reflect this emphasis."
A new childcare initiative awaiting congressional approval will reflect the need for more options,
according to Bush.
The proposal urges a new tax
credit making child care more affordable. putting more money into the
hands of low-income parents, and
limiting federal intervention, Bush
said.
"A church can help, or grandparents, or a professional nursery." he
said. "But when it comes to child
care -- let the parents decide."
Decisions supporting child care,
more funds for space and other high
technology serve the entire community as an investment in creating a
more competitive America, he said.
"The president made a good
statement of his priorities." said
U.S. Rep. Tom Campbell, R -Sunnyvale. "The mixture was unique.
stressing a need to invest in research
and development at the same time as
a need to invest in childcare programs."
Bush also discussed the changing
demographics in the workforce in
the next decade.
By the year 2000. the college -age
population will have shrunk by almost 20 percent and minorities will
comprise up to one-third of college age youth, demanding a new investment to build a more competitive
America. Bush said.

Mike Dafferner Daily staff photographer

President Bush displays the Super

Bird satellite model presented hs Ford

Aerospace during stop-off in Silicon Valley.

Mayor, protestors greet President Bush on arrival in San Jose
By Lisa Elmore
The president waved briefly at the crowd and
said "Thank you all" before being whisked away
Daily staff writer
President George Bush was greeted by the in one of the two stretch limousines awaiting his
mayor at the airport and at least 100 protestors at arrival.
the Fairmont Hotel when he arrived in San Jose
Secret servicemen. San Jose police, county
sheriffs and a paramedic vehicle surrounded the
Monday for his visit to Ford Aerospace Co,
San Jose Mayor Tom Mc Fiery and his family presidents car on the short trip between the air
were some of the first people to meet the president port and the Fairmont on Market Street in downwhen he emerged from Air Force One into chilly town San Jose.
A group of protesters. mainly comprised of
temperatures at San Jose International Aiiport at
San Jose I idied School District teachers, was
about 6:35 p.m.

held at hay by police as the presidential entourage
descended on the hotel.
The president noticed the demonstration and
asked his traveling companion. U.S. Rep. Toni
Campbell. R -Sunnyvale. what it was about.
Campbell told a reporter for the San Jose Mercury
News.
Once the president was safely inside the hotel’s luxurious International Room on the
Fairmonts top floor, the protesters were allowed
See RUSH. page 6

Charlie Wedemeyer educates, inspires SJSU audience
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
Charlie Wedemeyer’s favorite
quote comes from a fortune cookie:

Wedeme cr’s high school ,.%cetheart. Luc). also went to \NU.
They were married two years later
and have two children.
In 1972, Wedemeyer got a job at
Los Gatos High School as a math
teacher and football coach.
In 1979, Wedemeyer’s life took
an unexpected turn. He was told he
was terminally ill.

"The greatest pleasures in life
come from doing things people think
you can’t do.
Wedemeyer has Lou Gehrig’s disease, which affects the nervous systern by degenerating motor nerve
tracts. He was told 12 years ago that
he had one year to live.
He and his wife. Lucy, visited
SJSU Tuesday to participate in Disabled Students Recognition and
Awareness Day. They showed the
PBS documentary on his life, followed by a discussion with Wedemeyer, his wife and his nurse.
Wedemeyer, the subject of a documentary and a made -for-TV movie,
was coach of the 1985 Central
Coastal Section champion Los Gatos
High School football team.
Born in Honolulu, Hawaii in
1958. Wedemeyer was the youngest
of nine children.
His family lived in a two -bedroom
house with only one bedroom for the
children. which meant that the first
three siblings in bed got to stay while
the rest slept on the floor.
"That’s why I’m so quick,"joked
Wedemeyer.
Wedemeyer realized at an early
age that if he hoped to go to college
he had to do it himself. That’s why
he worked so hard to develop his

"We had to kiok into ourselves
and decide if we were going to accept this." Lucy said.
The Wedemeyers decided to fight.
Gradually. Wedemeyer lost the
U se of his limbs

Mike Dafferner -- Daily staff photographer
Lucy Wedemeyer translates for her husband Charlie, who can no longer
speak. The Wedemeyers particpated in Disability Awareness Day.
was too S1117111. It 5 feet 7 inches. to
natural athletic ability, he said,
He was always the smallest one on play college football.
the team, he said, hut he was deterUndaunted, he went on as a high
mined. That determination earned school senior to vi in the Hawaiian
him the childhood nickname "God Prep "Player of the Decade" award
of Lightning."
and a scholarship to Michigan State
In high school, he was told that he University.
.

’The most frustrating thing was
not being able 10 dO things that I
used to do... said Wedemeyer
through Lucy. He lost the use ot his
voice. so Lucy and his nurse lead his
lips and translated his words to the
audience of about 100.
As Wedemeyer became less able
to do things on his own. Lucy took
She shaves him and brushes
his teeth.
"It was hard at first." I atcy said.
’Charlie is such a perfectionist that
it was hard to do Ming’. illSt the way
he wanted them done Now it’s easier...
In August 1985. Wedemeyer developed breathing problems. When
his breathing stopped altogether.
doctors performed an emergency tracheotomy. ’they didn’t replace his
voice box, he said, because they
didn’t think he would need one.

They didn’t think he would use.
The!, didn’t V, ant to put him on a
life support, ss stem. either. Wedeineyer said. They only did so after
Wedemeyer and his wife repeatedly
requested it.
This was a turning point in Wedemey ’s life. He was able to breathe
again
Even though his teaching contract
wasn’t omewed in 1981. Wedemeyer sta!,cd with the Los Gatos
High School football team.
Wedetne!,ei \%iiiked with the team
to make them hampnins. He taught
the players self discipline.
During these years. Wedemeyer
became less able to move around. In
1982 he could no longer walk.
Friends ga%e him a golf cart so he
could get aiiiund at practice.
He demanded 10(1 percent from all
his play ers. He made them keep
practicing until they got all the plays
right.
In 1985, his persistence paid off.
The I aus Gatos team won the CCS
title.
That same year. Wedemeyer received anothet recognition. The
NFL Alumni Association held a
$100-a -plate banquet in his honor to
help pay his medical bills The high
light of the ev ening, he said. V, as
when his daughter sang to him
Wedemeyer still coaches at 1.0,
Gatos High School, but now its as
sistant junior varsity coach.
Wedemeyer is a proud man. but
See CHARLIE, hack pm:,

Two gang-rape suspects attempt to plea bargain case
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
Two suspects in the April 7 gang.
rape of a woman in the 10th Street
Garage may work out a plea bargain.
Robert Neil Ellis, 20, and Dean
Wilkins, 19, are scheduled to appear
before a Superior Court review May
3.
While officials from the district
attorney’s office decline to discuss
the case specifically, they said such
hearings often lead to plea bargaining agreements between defense attorneys and the district attorney.
The men were in court twice last
week hut did not enter a plea to various rape charges because neither
man had obtained a lawyer.

Suspects in recent 10th Street Garage attack insist innocence,
scheduled to appear, make pleas in Superior Court review
Both men remain behind bars in
Santa Clara County Jail. Bail is set at
575,000 each.
Superior Court reviews are attended by the defense attorney, parole officer, prosecutor, and a Superior Court judge, according to Silva
Felix, supervising attorney for sexual assaults at the district attorney’s
office.
The district attorney generally
makes an offer to the defense, which

either rejects or accepts it
Such hearings are common in rape
cases because they save the victim
the stress of testifying and alleviate
the problem of crowded courtrooms,
Felix said.
"We don’t want tthc victim) to go
through the trauma of a trial," she
said.
Superior Court rev news can be requested by the defense or suggested
by the prosecution, Felix added.

A Superior Court fudge oversees
the hearing to advise the defendant
on what kind of sentence he would
receieve if he pleads guilty oi it he is
convicted of the charges in court.
said Lupe Castaneda of the district
attorney’s office.
Specific details concerning the
May 3 rape case and whether
charges would he reduced were not
available.
Ellis and Wilkins were charged

with rape. sodomy and oral copulation in connection with the alleged
rape of a 29 -year -old woman on the
top floor of the 10th Street Garage
Two other suspects are still at
large.
The victim met Ellis on East Santa
Clara Street earlier on the evening oh
April 7. They met with Wilkins and
two other MCII before going into the
10th Street Garage to drink beer.
The suspects allegedly raped, heat
and shouted obscentities at the
w
an before her screams were
heard by a San Jose police officer
who was passing by.
According to court records, the
suspects deny the events inside the
garage constituted rape.

Disabled
students
recognized
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff wrder
A recognition and awards
ceremony highlighted Disability Awareness Day, where disabled SJSU students were recoutstanding
for
ognized
achievements.
Winners were nominated by
students, faculty and staff.
Arthur Huang won the Outstanding Disabled Student
Award.
"He’s probably’ the most
highly motivated student that
I’ve ever worked with,’’ said
Donna Ellis, the coordinator of
Advisement and Outreach for
Disabled Students.
Huang. who was nominated
by his professors, is a graduate
student in mechanical engineering with a 3.85 GPA.
Besides being a dedicated
student, Huang does community service work, such as teaching computer workshops.
He came here from Taiwan,
where he was nominated by
fellow students to study
abroad.
’He has overcome a lot of
obstacles to get where he is
today.’’ Ellis said.
Huang will receive a S500
scholarship from the Student
Scholarship Fund.
Honorable mentions for the
award went to Earl Johnson.
Genevieve L. Schafer. Melissa
Correa and Kristin Alaimo.
The winner of the Outstanding Student Leader award was
Deborah Warren.
Warren is the Associated
Students Director of Non -Traditional Minorities. She represents re-entry, night school,
and disabled students.
"She has been a leader in
both campus and umewidit
politics," Ellis said.
. , Honorable mention kir
went to Louis

it:

The Outstanding
nus award weed
Asnarawn.
See DISABLED, ba4
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Experience illustrates
affirmative action need
Mark Clifton is a senior studying public
administration at SJSU.
I have read many letters and articles on affirmative action. Sone were based on partisan politics
and ideological persuasions, and others well written. For the most part, most were indicative of the
conservative point of view, which basically says
that affirmative action amounts to reverse discrimination and also harms, rather than helps,
minorites. I’d like to offer a few windows to look
out that haven’t been considered. I’m not writing as
a conservative or a liberal. I’m writing as an AfroAmerican.
For too long authorities and experts have tried
to tell us what is best for us. They intellectualize,
analyze, study, and make reports. Their approach
is cold and freezes over with intellectualism. Their
knowledge is based on statistics and classroom
textbook information. Many of the experts come
from well-to-do middle- to upper-class backgrounds and have never experienced the drudgery
of discrimination or racism. The experts cannot tell
us what is best for us, because they haven’t lived
our lives. They don’t know what it is like to be
turned away from a job because of the color of
your skin. They don’t know what it is like to sit in
classrooms with inferior teaming materials and
teachers who could care less about you. The
experts lack experience. They possess great
knowledge which they’ve learned at some college,
but they lack wisdom which is learned from experience.
We need affirmative action. All across the
expanses of the country, blacks and other minorites
are worked harder, paid less, last hired and first
fired. Arc we lazy? Do we want handouts? Do we
lack what it takes to succeed? The answer to all of
these questions is an affirmative "No." We work
hard like everyone else, but we are undcrcompensated for it.
Just look around our campus, what do you see?
You sec a lot of Mexicans in the grass -cutting and
step -sweeping departments, but you see few in
administration and most other departments.
Coincidence? No, it’s just indicative of what is
going on in society. Affirmative action, effectively
applied, would correct this type of problem. Look
in the Admissions and Records or Cashiers Office.
How many blacks do you see? Not many. Maybe
one or two, if any. Why? Is it because we can’t
count? Is it because we haven’t applied? Is it
because all we can do is serve food in the various
eateries? No, we simply arc underrepresented
because of discrimination. We can read, write,
count and think logically, buy many times this is
not enough.
It’s common knowledge to most AfroAmericans and likely other minorities that if we
are to get the job we’re competing for we need to
be a step ahead of any white applying. If the white
person has a B.A., we need an M.A. If the white
person has an M.A., we need a Pli.D because if we
don’t have one, we can kiss the opportunity goodbye.
SJSU needs affirmative action in its admittance
policy. Too often we arc the only blacks in our
classes. I’ve spoken with many students who’ve
had this problem. Not having black students coupled with only a few Afro-American professors on
campus is the formula for a low retention rate. We
learn better when our environment is reflective of
our cultural upbringing, and here at SJSU it is not.
We don’t want a handout. We don’t want a free
ride. We don’t want a white kid held back for us to
get ahead. What we do want is an effective affirmative action program that takes the necessary
steps to correct hundreds of years of injustice.
We’re qualified, trained and able to succeed.
But this is not enough because the sting of racism
is now sly and subtle, not obvious and overt.
Affirmative action must be implemented in not
only the custodian department and the eatery areas,
but also in faculty positions, office positions, and
student enrollment. Let’s strengthen our committment to affirmative action and not roll back the
gains our predecessors marched and died for.
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World gets smaller with travel
Growing up in America I never
gave much thought to the rest of the
world.
Why should I have?
All I had to do was go to college,
get a degree that would make me
lots of money and live happily ever
after in suburbia.
My perspective of reality was
narrow. Life outside the good ol’ U.
S. of A. was nothing more than a
fairy tale. All those far-away, foreign places with strange names and
stranger people were no concern of
mine.
But in the summer of 1987, I
went to Europe, and my perspective
began to change.
The realization that a 10-hour
plane ride could deliver me to the
continent that contains such fabled
cities as Paris. Rome add Berlin was
overwhelming. In my mind, these
places had always been obscured by
mystery and inaccessibility.
As I traveled from country to
country, however, the enigmatic
clouds began to clear as people,
places and events were transported
from myth into reality; and the
world began to seem much smaller.
On an island in Greece I met a
Canadian named Jan who suggested
we travel together to Pamplona.
Spain, for the Fiesta de San Fermin
(better known as The Running of
the Bulls). After traveling for five
days by boat and train, we arrived at
the festival and promptly lost each
other in the crowd.
One week later I was walking
down a street in Munich. Germany
and ran into none other than Jan.
That evening we met a man named
Life (seriously) who had tickets to a

A few days later I was talking to
some new acquaintances in
Salzburg. Austria, when a voice
behind me said, "Don’t listen to
him. He’s full of it." I turned to
face the accuser, and there stood
Life.
Talcs of coincidences like these
arc common among travelers. In
January of this year I met Eric from
Denmark while I was traveling in
Mexico. He told me about a guy tie
met while in New Zealand and
whom he later ran into in Tahiti and
also in Los Angeles.
Eric’s description of his traveling
companion, Kirk, sparked a memory of a conversation I had with a
couple I met in the Canadian
Rockies the summer before. They
told me their son was traveling all
over the world and at that time he
was in Tahiti.
Eric and I compared notes and
concluded that he and Kirk were in
Tahiti about the same time I was in
the Canadian Rockies. Also, Kirk
had the same last name and hometown as the couple I met. The
chance that we were talking to
members of the same family at the
same time in different parts of the
world seems extremely remote, but
all the evidence suggests it.
Traveling has broadened my perception of different peoples and cultures by narrowing my perception
of the size of the planet.
Modern technology has made us
all neighbors in a sense, and this
world would be a much more pleasant place to live if we treated one
another as such.

Phillip Best

Traveling has
broadened my
perception of
different peoples
...by narrowing
my perception of
the size of the
planet.
concert vve wanted to see. After
introductions were made, Life asked
me where I was from.
"Well. I grew up in Colorado, but
I’ve been living in Santa Barbara for
the past three years," I said.
"No way!" Life said, "That’s my
line!"
The similarity between our pasts
made us instant friends, so Jan, Life
and I went to the concert together,
and Life promptly got lost in the
crowd.

(First 100 days report

Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
Any people or places on campus you want readers
to know about?
National or international issues
you feel strongly about?
The Campus Voice is your chance
to be heard on the
Forum pagewrite now.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages), and all
disks will be returned.
Contact Leah Fels, Forum editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.
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squeezing the guts out of rotten herring and trying not to puke.
I was living in a backpacker’s tent on
the shore of Resurrection Bay, one of the
thousands of adventuresome or stupid
people who flock to Alaska in the summer
months looking for high -paying grunt
work in the fish-packing industry.
The Japanese, a people who invented
the custom of eating potentially lethal
seafoods, have a fondness for herring roe.
My job was to gather up piles of longdead pregnant fish and squeeze them until
their guts popped out their stomachs. The
roe was then placed in a box and shipped
off to people anxious to choke them down
with raw tuna or black mushrooms or
something equally slimy.
It wasn’t the most pleasant job I ever
had.
I’ll never forget that summer in Seward,
or "Sewer-D" as my cronies and I in
Shantytown used to call it. In Alaska at
that time of year, the sun doesn’t go down
until about 11:30 at night, and it comes up
again around 1 or 2 in the morning.
Sometimes I would walk alone down the
silent dirt roads of Sewer-D while the rest
of the town was sleeping, watching the
midnight sun go down over mountains
shaped like the teeth of an angry god.
I hiked to the top of one of those mountains, which was so high up that you could
see the ocean at the mouth of the bay, and
all the glaciers and straining earth and
pine trees for 50 miles in either direction.
I tried to write poems about it, but 1 was
only 19 and they were the kind of syrupy
Crap that people in their late teens write.
Meanwhile, one of the guys living in
Tent City was tearing off his clothes
and jumping around in a snowbank.
He was from New Jersey, and he wanted
to tell people at home that he’d rolled
naked in the snow on a mountaintop in
Alaska. I thought he was a little bit
insane, but it was a kind of insanity I
understood; out in the breathtaking Eden
of that wilderness a person ought to be
free to do any crazy, irrational, mystical
thing he or she wants.
Another time somebody stole a whole,
freshly caught salmon from the packing
plant by sneaking it under his shirt. Even
I, a guy who squeezed rotten fish for
money, found the idea of this pretty repulsive. When salmon die they release a disgusting fishy mucus that spreads all over
their bodies.
Anyway, we cut up this fish and roasted
it over an open fire at the edge of the bay
while sea birds hunted for their own dinners. Everybody had a story to tell, and
we passed around a bottle of sake that we
had warmed by holding it under our
armpits for about 20 minutes. It was one
of the best meals I ever had.
I’m not very tempted to go back to
Seward. From what I’ve read, the rocks
where we sat and threw salmon guts to
seagulls are now black and ugly.
Television news programs show a sludgy
tar pit where there was once a pristine,
cobalt-blue bay.
I don’t remember who coined the term
Sewer-D, but the name seems more like a
prophecy now than a joke. Experts didn’t
expect the oil spill to spread so far from
Valdez so quickly, but it has. No one
knows how much of the rest of Alaska’s
coast will be turned into a toilet.
Eventually, Mother Nature will absorb
this wound back into herself. The Exxon
people with their toothbrushes and their
Ivory soap will clean up some of the
mess. The mountains of Alaska are still
there, and the glaciers, and the sun still
sets at 11:30 in the summer.
But I wonder how much longer the
world can take being treated like a litter
box for humanity. I wonder why a person
can be charged with manslaugher for accidentally killing a human being, but a company can’t be charged with earthslaughter
for accidentally helping to murder a planet. I wonder if anything is still alive in
Resurrection Bay.
Dan Turner is the Features Editor.
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SJSU dorm student Journalism club sponsors Magazine Day
has some tad luck’
in isolated incidents
By Phillip Best
writer
Twenty professionals from the
field of journalism will speak at
SJSU on Thursday as part of Mu
Alpha Gamma’s Magazine Day.
Ilona Finklestrin, president of
Mu Alpha Gamma. said her club
has assembled a wide range of
guest speakers in the hope of attracting students in disciplines
outside the journalism department.
For example, anybody with an
interest in music might enjoy the
opportunity to listen to and meet
with Tom Wheeler, editor of
Guitar Player magazine, Finklestein said.
Wheeler will be on the panels
that meet at 10 a.m. and 11:10
a.m, in the A.S. conference
room.
Other speakers scheduled to
appear include editors from Peninsula, Mother Jones, Sunset and
San Francisco magazines. Admission to all panels is free.
For journalism majors and
people interested in freelance
writing, the day’s events will
provide the opportunity to make
Daily staff

By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
John Finau appears to be having a
tough week.
The SJS1.1 student was involved in
two separate police incidents in
which he is accused of threatening a
worker in the residence halls Dining
Commons and breaking a window at
the campus bakery.
The student was not arrested or
charged with any crimes in either incident.
Finau’s troubles began in the Dining Commons Saturday at about 5:30
p.m. when a friend tried to use Finau’s meal card to eat in the cafeteria.
Dining Commons rules prohibit
anyone but the cardholder from
using the card to eat, so employee
Andrea Shoemaker confiscated it.
Finau went to the Dining Commons to retrieve the card, but Shoemaker refused to give it to him. She
suggested Finau take the matter up
with housing officials.
Shoemaker told police that Finau
"threatened to get even" with her.
according to UPD U. Shannon Maloney.

Finau denied to police that he
threatened Shoemaker and that the
friend had used the meal card without permission, the police report
stated.
In an interview Tuesday. Finau
said the whole incident was "a miscommunication."
The undeclared freshman said he
was confident that such problems
would not happen again.
Finau appeared on the police blotters again Monday when he allegedly rode his bike inside the Bakery
and Espresso Encounter area near
the Spartan Pub at 6:30 p.m.
When Spartan Shops employee
Kathy Smiddy asked Finau to leave,
he walked his bike out but broke a
window by accident as he was leaving, Maloney said.
"It was no big deal," Finau said.
"We’re taking care of it."
Smiddy told police that she
wanted Finau to pay for the window
but did not indicate how much the
window cost. Maloney said.
"It’s hard having all this bad luck
all at one time," Finau said. "I think
I’m over it now. though."

San Jose teachers strike;
district denies wage increase
Hundreds ot
SAN JOSE (AP)
school teachers went on strike Tuesday against the San Jose Unified
School District, which has 29.000
students in 40 schools.
"This will be for one day and is
designed to call attention to what is
happening.- said Roger Evans.
president of the 1,569-member San
Jose Teachers Association.
"Picket lines are up at the bus
yard and spreading to other sites, said Brian McKenna, association executive director. ’There are no talks
scheduled."
McKenna said the main reason for
the strike was that the district "has
refused to return to the bargaining
table."
The last talks were held in Sep-

On March 17 union
members voted to
authorize a strike.
tember and on March 17 union members voted to authorize a strike.
School superintendent Hilda Beck
said she was scrambling to call in
substitute teachers.
The last time teachers left work
was on March 10 when about 285
teachers held a wildcat "sickout."
The teachers want a 7 percent pay
increase, along with improvements
in fringe benefits and working conditions, according to Evans.

contacts with professionals, get
feedback on writing and get
some practical advice from people with similar educational
backgrounds.
Keynote
speaker
Barbara
Fairchild graduated from the
California State University at
Northridge in 1972.
Since then she has held the position of senior editor at Carte
Blanche magazine and is currently executive editor at Bon
Appetit.
Fairchild’s
appearance
at
SJSU will be her first at a CSU
school.
She speaks regularly at UCLA
in connection with a food and
travel writing class offered there,
and she speaks frequently at various independent events.
The topic for her speech is the
role of women in journalism, but
Fairchild’s approach to the subject will encompass a broader
view of the professional world.
Fairchild will detail the realities of getting a job, she said.
"You’ll find your real education starts the day you leave college,- she said.

Fairchild’s speech will include
personal instances concerning
her background and how she got
started in the field, then segue
into the details of how a food
magazine is put together.
Most of Fairchild’s writing
has been about food and travel.
Thursday’s
activities
will
begin with an informal registration in the Loma Prieta Rooni in
the Student Union at 9 a.m.
The first group of panels ss ill
follow at 10 a.m. and will include discussions about the roles
different people play in contributing to a publication and how to
get started in the magazine field.
There will also be a critique of
cover letters, queries and stories
submitted by students.
The second group of panels, at
11:10 a.m., will discuss pressing
topics in media law, different
outlets available for writers and
techniques for interviewing.
A handful of seats are still
available for the lunch at 12:30
p.m. in the Loma Prieta Room,
Finklestein said.
Lunch tickets are $8.0(). This
is the only act is ity during the day

Barbara Fairchild
Mgt’ Apriaer
.
that isn’t free.
The keynote address will
begin at 1:30 p.m.. and will be
followed by a question and answer period.
"I hope there are a lot of questions." Fairchild said. "That is
my favorite part of any speech."

Students to vote on fee hike referendum
By Mary R. Callahan
University) Chancellor’s office?"
Daily staff writer
Development of the referendum
The Associated Students will hold was prompted by budgetary shorta special election May 3 and 4. al- falls for 1989-90. Currently, both
lowing students to vote on a recom- the university IRA committee and
mended increase in instructionally the A.S. provide funding for IRAs.
related activities (IRA) fees.
But financial constraints for next
IRAs include co-curricular pro- year have forced the A.S. budget
grams such as Intercollegiate Athletics, Spartan Marching Band, Symphonic Band. KSJS radio and
Forensics.
A referendum calling for the $10
fee hike was formulated and approved by the A.S. board last week.
The referendum states: "Shall the
existing Instructionally Related Activity (IRA) Fee of five dollars ($5)
per student, per semester be increased to fifteen dollars ($15) per committee to propose across-thestudent, per semester AND shall As- board funding cuts for most A.S.
sociated Students be released from programs, including IRAs, in an efallocating at least 30 percent of the fort to balance next year’s budget,
A.S. Fee revenue for the support of committee members say.
IRA programs AND shall these
The recommended cuts in IRA
changes become effective upon the funding proved troublesome because
approval of the (California State of a student referendum passed in

spring 1986.
The "Spartan Excellence" referendum called for an $8 increase in
A.S. fees with the provision that no
less than 30 percent of the tee revenue be used to fund IRAs.
The budget committee’s proposals
for next year bring IR.. funding

The "Spartan Excellence" referendum
will voted on May 3 and 4.

down to approximately 25 percent of
fee revenues, thus violating the minimum funding level set three years
ago.
If passed. the new referendum
would repeal the 30 percent minimum funding level and would thus
relieve the A.S. board of any respon-

sibility for IRA funding. A.S. President Terry McCarthy said last week.
The university IRA Committee.
chaired by the A.S. president and
consisting of four faculty members
and three students at large, will hold
exclusoe responsibility for funding
the progroins. McCarthy said.
Hot.t.o.er, repeal of the 1986 referendum will not preclude the A.S.
from providing supplmentary funds
for IRAs in years to conic. according
to McCarthy.
"It doesn’t tie the hands of the future boards.- he said.
If passed. the fee hike must first
be approved by the CSU chancellor
and SJSU President Gail Fullerton
before it takes effect.
Election polls in ill he located in
front of the Student Union, in front
of Clark Library and in the breezeway between Physical Jducation and
Intercollegiate Athletics

SpartaGuide
TODAY
MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.m.. Walquist Library North Room 307. For
more information call 298-2531 .
Financial Management Association: "Dueling Banks" Bank of
America versus Citicorp, 5 p.m..
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call 270-1967.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Mandatory
meeting, 4:30 p.m., Dwight Bente’
Hall Room 205.
Career Planning and Placement: Oral preparations, 6 p.m.,
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Re -Entry Program: Brown bag
lunch series. noon. S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
924-593 I .
IRM (’Iub: Speaker: Dr. FAJward
Mahler. 6 p.m., Engineering Auditorium Room 189. For more information call 2(15-5816.
Black Faculty and Staff: Meeting. noon, Afro-American Building
Conference Room. For more information call 924-6117.
Christian Science Organization:
Meeting. 2 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room,

Germania Club: German Food
Sale, II a.m.. Barbeque Pits. For
more information call 247-9746.
Vovinam Vietvodao: Martial Art
Practice, 7:30 p.m., Spartan Complex Room 202. For more information call 295-7 I 25.
A.S. Program Board: Wednesday Night Cinema-Cocoon, 7 and 10
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information call 924-6261.
THURSDAY
Association:
Students
India
Election meeting, II a.m., S.U. Pacheco Room, for more information
call 446-3042.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon. S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call 298-0204.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Elections and games day. 5 p.m.. S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 236-2(8)2.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Magazine
Day, 8:30 a.m.. Student Union. For
more information call 293-4174.
Botany Club: Seminar, I:30
p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 344. For
niore information call 993-0864.
Physics Department: Speaker:
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Andrew Tarn-IBM Almaden. 1:30 ing. 7 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
p.m., Science Building Room 251.
Pre-Med Club: Meeting. 1:30
For more information call 924-5261. p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 345.
Department of Math and Com(7hicano Commencement Computer Science: Speaker on DeBruijn mittee: Dance. 8 p.m., La Cumbre
Sequences, 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Bar and Night Club. For more inforRoom 924-5144.
mation call 924-2575.
Calmeca l’roject: Calmeca BarSJSU Cycling Club: Meeting.
beque. 1 p.m.. Barbeque Pits. For 7p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call 924-8093.
more information call 293-7362.
Amnesty International: MeetA.S. Program Hoard: Free dance
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SJSU Celebrates Nat ional 11.uii i Week

Free Dance Concerts
Student Union Amphitheatre
Thursday, April 27, 1989
1:30 pm
12:30
University Dance Theatre

concert, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Amphitheater. For moire inforinatii in call
924-6262.
HIDAN
Baseball: Versus I .ong Beach
State, 7 p.m.. Municipal Stadium.
For more information call 924.
FANS.

MAC & PC
RENTALS
USE COMPUTERS
HERE IN THE
STORE OR TAKE
ONE HOME
10% discount w, this ad
or student ID card

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murhpy
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WEDNESDAY MITE CINEMA
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Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM" PS/2" Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
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Sunnyvale

STUDENT
TRAVEL
BARGAINS

MORRIS

IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and statt of San Jose State University.
From the durable, full -function IBM l’S/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM I’S/2 Model 80 386, IBM I’S/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a %vide range of applications.

For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University
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Martin keeps arm, confidence intact;
sophomore recovers from tendinitis

Three SJSU judokas place
at Senior National tourney

By Matthew D. Anderson

By Joel Beers
Three SJSU judo players placed
in last weekend’s Senior
Nationals Tournament, and one,
Dan Htano, took first in the 156pound division.
The other Spartan winners were
Joe Wanag, who placed third in
the I 89 -pound division. and
Brenna Berman, who also placed
third in the I14-pound class.
The Senior Nationals is one of
the largest U.S. judo tournaments. It is open to any American
judokas and attracts some of the
top names in judo.
Htano had to defeat five opponents before claiming first place,
the first major title for the 25 year-old senior.
The SJSU judo team is currently preparing for the National
Collegiates, scheduled for early
May in Indianapolis.
The Collegiates is a team tournament that SJSU generally dominates. Last year, Fresno State
beat the Spartans, mainly due to a
plague of injuries striking the
SJSU team.
The victory for Htano in last
weekend’s Senior Nationals was
doubly sweet. Not only did he
win first place, but he gained a
little bit of revenge.
"The guy I beat is who I lost in
the semifinals to last year," he
said. "I guess I just trained harder
this sear
His first place finish was obviously better than last year’s third
place showing. hut Htano said it

The biggest fear a pitcher faces is
having his arm go out on him.
SJSU pitcher Chris Martin experienced that fear.
The sophomore left-hander was
recruited out of high school by the
University of Arizona after being
named All-NorCal his senior season
at Mission San Jose High in
Fremont
The thought of going to a nationally recognized Division I baseball
program had Martin excited. "They
have great facilities and they had a
good program."

didn’t completely surprise him.
"I would have been really upset
if I hadn’t placed," he said. "I
thought that I could win, but I
knew I could place."
Head coach Mike Swain, who is
in the same division as Htano but
did not compete in the Nationals,
predicted before the tournament
that Htano would win the division.
He said that Htano’s main
strengths are his "fighting spirit"
and dedication to rigid training.
Judo has always run through
Htano’s blood.
Two brothers, two sisters and
his mom and dad have all participated in judo at various times, he
said, so he naturally gravitated to
the sport.
Because he grew up surrounded
by the sport. Htano began participating at the early age of 7.
Although the Senior Nationals
is Htano’s first major win, and he
is thinking about participating in
a May tournament in Brazil, there
is only one thing on his mind.
"My long-term goal is the 1992
Olympics." he said. "And whatever else it takes to get there."
Two SJSU team members are
on the World Championship
team. Swain, who will represent
the U.S. in the I56-pound division, and Mike Manning, an
alternate to the team.

Black athletes:
’made better’

II -inning, complete -game victory
over USF.
"As far as Chris goes with the arm
injury," pitching coach Tom Kunis
said, "he’s come along real well. He
needs a little more time than most
guys (to recover). We have to give
him a minimum of four days rest.
Chris has done an outstanding job."
Throwing out his arm has actually
helped Martin.
"My arm is fine to throw sliders
again, but I’ve been throwing more
curves and all lately." he said. I
have no qualms about throwing sliders again. I probably burned out too
much, too quick.
"When I was coming back, it hurt
to throw a fastball. That is one of
the hest pitches you could have. I
had to be more aware of placement
and making sure I kept the batter off
balance because I didn’t have the
weapon of the fastball. It made me
think about the game a little bit
more."

Martin, a 6-foot -2. blond Larry
Bird look -a -like, performed well
enough at Ohlone College to be
named all -league.
"I could have stayed at Arizona."
Martin said. "I had a couple meetings with (SJSU coach Sam) Piraro
and (Assistant Coach Scott) Hertler.
Everything came out well and that’s
Shelley Scott Daily staff photographer how I ended up at San Jose State."
This season, Martin is 7-0 with a
3.18 earned run average. He had an
Pitcher Chris Martin has his arm iced down before a game

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

411

Recovering from an arm injury is
one thing, recovering and making a
splash in Division 1 baseball is
another. Chris Martin is one of the
fortunate to be able to say he’s done
both.

Bay Area Urban League Scholarship Program assists
academically talented and industrious underrepresented
minority students needing financial assistance.
Applications available at:
Financial Aid Office
Walquist South 275
924-6063
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MINORITY STUDENTS

CHECK THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
AT WALQUIST LIBRARY SOUTH 275
FOR A LIST OF OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 924-6063
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BLACK AMERICANS, HISPANIC AMERICANS
AND DISABLED STUDENTS.
EXAMPLE OF SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WHICH YOU MAY APPLY ARE:
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ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE,
AND THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE IS AVAILABLE
TO HELP IN YOUR SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH

EXCEPTIONAL
rippromunes at

AAA A A.

NATIONAL HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
GORE FAMILY MEMORIAL FOUNDATION TRUST
ST. PAUL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP FOR BLACK WOMEN 25+
CH1CANA FOUNDATION OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
COUNCIL ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR MINORITIES INC.

SIMPLY
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SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

BAY AREA URBAN LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS

The statements were made on a
one -hour NH(’ special that examined
the sensitis e subject of race and
sports.

ing. ralk Iii rim

SJSU pitcher

J5.

Baseball star Mike Schmidt says
blacks are "much more suited to the
sporting environment and anthropologist Robert Malina says black
children usually run faster and jump
higher than their white counterparts.

Shim

Chris Martin,

Martin’s elbow problem came
from throwing too many sliders.
"At the start of the (1987) season at
Arizona," Martin said. "I strained
one of the muscles in my elbow.
They diagnosed it as tendinitis,
couldn’t play the rest of that year. I
came back for the summer to get
rehabilitation. I didn’t know if I
would be able to throw again like I
used to. That’s when I decided to
stay around this area and go to a
J.C. to rehabilitate my arm and see
how everything went."

411
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Olympic
cul,iiIst Carl Lev, is says black
,ithIes ite generally "made better"
than \t rate athletes.
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’I probably burned
out, too much, too
quickly’
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Dan Htano wins
156 -pound title
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There’s no better
way to learn how
to do good
advertising...
than real
’hands on’
practice.
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Gain valuable newspaper
experience working on
the best college daily
newspaper in the state
of California, while
earning 3 units toward
your degree.

Retail Advertising Manager
Co-op Advertising Manager
National Advertising Manager
Art Director
Downtown Advertising Manager
Account Executives & Artists

Join the Spartan Daily team
Call Jack Quinton at 924-3269 for an interview today
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Morrison rejects boycotters’ return
By Rob Lyon

=i

New coach upholds Hoffman’s decision

Daily staff writer
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Four athletes who participated in
the Jan. 18 boycott of the men’s basketball team will not be allowed to
return next year, said new Head
Coach Stan Morrison.
"I just think in the best interests of
everybody involved, I’m going to
hold to (Athletic Director) Randy
Hoffman’s decision," Morrison said.
Hoffman, during a Mar. 24 press
conference in which he announced
the firing of Bill Berry, had said the
players would not be allowed to
return to the program.
The four players are Angelo
Foccia, Damon Greer, Sean Davis.
and David Hollaway.
Hollaway, a freshman, said he
thought Morrison would turn the
basketball program around and that
he wanted to play for him.

Hollaway said he was disappointed
with Hoffman.
In a February meeting. Hoffman
said he would allow whoever wanted to return to the team an opportunity to do so, Hollaway said. Then
he changed his mind.
"He gave us the run-around for the
past few months when all along we
knew what he was going to do,"
Hollaway said. "I could have been
working on finding another school."
Hoffman said the athletes were
treated fairly and that Morrison’s
decision was consistent with the
stance the department made a month
ago.
"I told them I didn’t know what
would come of this," Hoffman said.
"I don’t think they’ve been treated

unfairly. They’re the one’s who left
the program."
The other three players could not
be reached for comment.
Morrison decided to speak to the
athletes after he was hired Apr. 4,
but after mulling over the decision,
he announced that they would not
be able to return.
"It was an unbelievably tough
decision for me," Morrison said. "It
was one of the first decisions since
I’ve been here and it was not fun."
Morrison said the decision was
based on a number of reasons,
including the national attention
received by the walkout, and the
message that would be sent to other
college athletes if the players were
allowed to return.

He said the decision was not based
on the recruiting he has done recently or the ability of the athletes, but
more or less on the players’ decision
to boycott the basketball program.
It may have been different if it was
only one player, Morrison said, but
because 10 players participated in
the boycott he believed he owed
something to the players who
remained in the program.
He also said the four players had to
take responsibility for what they did.
Morrison added that he would like
to help the athletes any way he could
by helping them relocate to other
colleges, but he didn’t know what
plans they had made.
An announcement regarding
recruits who have signed letters of
intent should be made in the near
future, Morrison said.

Cal rips Spartans 9-3 on
strength of five run fifth
Daily will reporu

SJSU’s baseball team was
blown out by host UC Berkeley
Tuesday 9-3 in a non -conference
game at Evans Diamond.
Cal scored five runs in the fifth
to break open a 3-0 game and
chase SJSU
starter Larry
Martinez.
The big blow of the inning
came on Dan Chowlowsky’s tworun double off reliever Kent
Campbell which increased the
Bears’ lead to 8-0.
One of the few bright spots of
the afternoon for the Spartans
was left fielder Eric Booker
extending his hitting streak to 16
games with a single in the first
inning.
Booker later homcred in the

Eric Booker extends
team -leading streak
to 16 games
sixth, scoring Andy Coan, who
led off with a walk. It was
Booker’s fourth homer of the season. SJSU added another run in
the inning on a RBI single by
catcher Kevin Tannahill, cutting
Bears’ lead to 8-3.
Cal pushed across another run
in the eighth on a sacrifice fly by
Brian Scott to finish the scoring.
John Zubcr (2-0) picked up the
win for the Bears (30-21, 7-17 in
the Pacific -10 conference).
SJSU, ranked No.I8, fell to 3612, 7-5 in the Big West conference.

SJSU softball continues hot streak
with sweep of No. 7 Long Beach
times a day." Dean said. "It isn’t
getting any better."
Designated player Noleana
"Woody" Woodard (.366) spent
most of the weekend in the base
path scoring six runs from eight hits
and prompting Strahan to call her
"outstanding."
Other outstanding players were
Janice Richner who scored the other
run in the shut -out and Angie
Laolagi who had two triples and
leads the league.
The Spartans are curently ranked
number five in the conference with
top four teams ranked in the NCAA
top-20. The Spartans have 10 games
Kathy Strahan, with five teams left on their schedWomen’s softball head coach ule and Strahan is confident that
they can gain one more rank in the
conference.
ting ahead of the batters. In the past.
"Hopefully, we can take over the
she would start out batters by throw- number four spot." she said. "This
ing balls and instead, she would was a nice series to win. The team is
start them out 0-1 or 0-2."
just high and this is really going to
Dean said she strained her shoul- float our boat for a while."
der at the bcgining of this season,
This weekend, the Spartans will
and despite having a three day vaca- face UC Santa Barbara in P.A.L.
tion from the mound in mid-season, Stadium at I p.m. and then travel to
her shoulder isn’t improving.
Stockton to take on UOP at 1 p.m. at
"I’m on 600 mg of Motrin four Oak Park.

By Steven Musil
Daily staff writer

’Hopefully we can
take over the No. 4
spot.. . the team is
just high and this is
really going to float
our boat for
awhile.’

The energy of SJSU’s softball
team has gained phenomenal speed,
crushing its opponents while winning five of its last six games.
Last weekend, the Spartans (30-22
over all and 15-11 in the Big West)
took three of four games from the
University of Hawaii. including a
10-0 shut-out to end the series.
On Monday night, underdog SJSU
swept two from No. 7 Long Beach
State. In the first game, pitcher Gale
Dean shut -out the 49ers 3-0 and
Kelly Moulden went three-for-three
and batted in two runs.
In the second game. Dean (19-10)
was called back in the third inning
to relieve pitcher Leann Emery.
pulling out a 3-2 victory. Dean, who
lead , tho conference in innings
pitched (200 1/3). controlled the
mould for 14 of 17 innings Monday
night.
Concerns about a pinched nerve
in Dean’s right shoulder did not
affect her performance, according to
Coach Kathy Strahan.
"She was very relaxed and
poised," Strahan said. "She was get -

Joe 0 Wiwi!)

Special to the Daily

SJSU’s Shannon Calloway is tagged out during fourth inning of Saturday’s loss to Hawaii

The Associated Students Program Board of San Jose State University Presents

Sunday
May 7, 1989

the 9th annual

Noon-6 p.m.
San Jose State
University
(Fountain Areal

Admission Free

MP"

For more

Office Hours
9 am to 6 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

info call 924-6261

Gate Hours
7 am to 8 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

Starring:

Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft.
Electronic Security
Easy access from Highways
101 and 280

Otis Rush

in an exclusive Bay Area alinement( e!

Featuring:
6880 Santa Teresa
(At Martinvale Lane)

281-0400

Moses Rascoe

900 Lonus Court

Little John Chrisley
The John Garcia Band
Lady Bianca Thornton
Johnny Heartsman
Earl Brown

(off Lincoln Ave.)

947-8775
Food and Crafts and lots of fun!
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Bush

San Jose airport security
tight as President Bush
arrives for day-long visit
Its %mire. II. Channing
Trouble
was
painstakingly
Daily staff winter
avoided, thanks to steps some
For 15 minutes Monday, time might consider overdone.
stood still at San Jose InternaThe entire airport was retional Airport
President George Bush, one of stricted for 15 minutes. No airthe most powerful men in the craft were allowed within five
miles of the airport.
world. ss as coming to WWII,
All iii oming flights at the naThe atmosphere resembled a
tiim’s I ruh largest airport were controlled experiment. As
Secret
delayed NM one was allowed to Service men escorted the presiget nein the runway. Secret serv- dent to his limousine, the reice aeons buzzed the premises stricted airspace followed his molike bees in a hive.
torcade three miles to the
Ex pee tat ion and uneasiness Fairmont Hotel, because no
air
tilled the airport.
traffic is allowed within 3,000
At 6:40 p.m., President Bush’s feet over the president’s car.
private jet finally touched down
in the heart of the Silicon Valley.
Four presidents have been asUp in the control tower, it was sassinated in American history.
not business as usual.
and the Secret Service was taking
Encased within the vast glass no chances.
panes. a Secret Service agent
Any time an important person
stood inside the structure keeping
a close eye on the president’s jet comes to town, security headaches
become commonplace.
and entourage.
"There are people who cause
"They are assigned to protect
the head honchos at all cost," security problems, but nothing
said Richard Brown, who has like on Monday," said Jill
been an air traffic controller for O’Brien, spokeswoman for the
12 years. "They set up every- airport. "They had a CHP helithing before us and if there’s any copter flying over him to the
Fairmont."
kind of to xuhle, the take over."

SHOW THEM YOUR
APPRECIATION FOR ALL
THEIR HARD WORK.

Front page I
to picket in front of the hotel’s main
entrance.
One of protesters was San Jose
High Academy science teacher Jeff
Rochin.
Rochin said the teachers, who
staged a walkout Tuesday, decided
to demonstrate during Bush’s arrival
because "he has touted himself as
the education president, and we’d
like to remind him that education
costs money.
Bush’s arrival because "he has
touted himself as the education president, and we’d like to remind him
that education costs money.
"It would be nice if he said something in regards to teachers being the
most important part of the puzzle.
We deserve a fair shake in financial
equity."
The teachers staged a one-day
walkout Tuesday in order to pressure

the school board to return to contract
negotiation talks, Rochin said.
"The Board is not disputing that
the money is there." he said. "They
want to spend it as they see fit. We
don’t have a high priority."
Rochin said San Jose Unified
School District Superintendent Hilda
Beck refused to talk to the teachers.
Not all of the Faimiont protesters
were teachers. A handful were there
with independent concerns.
Serena Murray, a San Jose resident and mother of two. was protesting along with her son and daughter.
"We would like (President Bush)
to lift the embargo on Nicaraugua,"
she said. "It’s a country in its own
right and we’ve done terrible damage to that country. The World Court
condemns Contra aid and he doesn’t
respect that.’’
Bush was scheduled for a short
tour of Ford’s Space Systems Division Tuesday, followed by a speech
to employees and members of the
press.

CAP scores show math up,
reading down in high schools
High nia’s 12th -graders have made so
SACRAMENTO (AP,
school seniors improved in math, but much progress that, in math, the avtheir reading scores dropped in the erage student is now performing betProgram ter than did 70 percent of the 1983Assessment
California
tests, state schools Superintendent 84 high school seniors." he said in a
Rill Honig said Tuesday.
statement. "the present day average
Average math scores in the tests senior does better in reading than did
given last December gained six 62 percent in 1983-84.
points compared to last year’s grad"Another way to view the prouating class, from 250 to 256 out of gress is that the average 121h -grader
said.
Honig
500
points.
possible
a
is performing at nearly a full grade
Reading scores dropped two points level higher than five years ago in
from 250 to 248, he said.
math. In reading, the average senior
Despite the drop, Honig said over- is performing about one-half a grade
all results are higher than they were level higher than in 1983-84."
five years ago, showing a growth
Honig said math scores improved
rate that is two- to three -times higher
across the board for boys, girls and
than the rest of the nation.
"In the past five years. Califor- all ethnic groups.

Youths alledgedly attack
Morton Downey in bathroom
Three
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
youths attacked Morton Downey Jr.
in an airport bathroom, cutting oft
some of his hair told painting a swastika on his head, according to the
controversial talk show host.
"They sieg heiled me when they
left," Downey told television station
KOFY after Monday night’s incident
at Sun Francisco International Airport.
In a taped interview, Downey said
one of the youths "got me from behind, another got me around the
neck, one sat on me."
Downey said he was not injured
and did not go to a hospital. He was
in San Francisco to promote his television show on KOFY.
Downey said the youths used profanity and told him "Now you’re
one of us.’’
"I think I kicked one of them..
he said. "At least I hope I did."
The incident was reported to airport police, according to Ed Walsh,
KOFY’s news assignment editor.
Airport police refused to comment
and told reporters to call back later
today to talk to airport spokesman
Ron Wilson.
"I think we have a report but the
previous shifts reports are all locked
up," said an airport police dispatcher who would not give his
name.
About the same time Downey was
assaulted, a bomb threat forced
KOFY-TV. Channel 20 to go off the
air during the time slot for the syndicated series "The Morton Downey
Jr. Show."
The nature of the bomb threat was
not explained. but the television station did air a message to its viewers
explaining why the programming
was cut off.

’I think I kicked one
of them. I hope I
did.’
Morton Downey Jr.,
talk show host
"Due to a bomb threat, KOFY
TV -20 has been forced to evacuate
its studio facilities," the message
said. "And we will return to our programming after the building search
has been completed.’
scheduled to begin at
The show
11 p.m. -- returned at 11:35 p.m.
Downey
Jr. one -hour
Morton
The
series was making its first appearance in San Francisco since it
was canceled in response to protests
by local gay activist organizations.
The show is known for Downey’s
outbursts and his anti -gay tirades.
During the taping of a show Friday, Downey confessed that the
"homophobic bashing" stems from
an "attack" against him by a gay
doctor when he was 12 years old.
The show. K PI X -TV , Channel 5’s
People Are Talking," is scheduled
.o air on Thursday at 10 a.m.
Walsh said only a small portion of
Downey’s hair was cut.
"It looks like something a little
kid would do to another little kid:.
he said. "Kind of like a bald spot. I
think it was done with scissors and
the swastika was inude with a marker
pen."
"Downey said it happened very
fast and he didn’t get a good look at
them. ’
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DAY IS TODAY.
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City Center Florist
295-4321
CORNER OF E. SANTA CLARA ST. & NINTH
SAN JOSE, CA.
we can meet out of town needs

More Than
Copies
Floppy Disks
FAX Service
Resumes
Collating & Binding

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.
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laser Typesetting
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Office Supplies
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enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must he a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier thaii ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1 -800-942 -AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
--for less

Apply Now: 1-800-942 -AMEX

Plus many,
many morel

1 0%$

41latila

multidiriP

PM/

If you want logo places, it’s time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-lime
students who carry * American Etprew Card
Travel privileges that offer:
Thy $99 round/rip ticketsfly to many of
.0
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by Northwest in the contiguous 48 Ilnited States.
AIRLINES Only
one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
Special Quarterly Northuest Datination Discounts
throughout 1989- up to 25% off most available farts
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest’s WORI1)PERKS*
free travel program where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 I !Tilted States or Canadaupon

of
Bridal Gowns,
Bridesmaids, Prom
& Pageant Dresses,
and Dyeable Shoes

41f1

All

Ilford

A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

all iocurion3

Largest

New hni City
$99 roundThp

’Fare is for roundtrip trawl on Northwest Airlines Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations Fares are non refundable and no itinerary changes may he
made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not he availabk when you call Trawl mug he completed by certificate expiration date and may not he available between
cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routinto City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Roston I $2 SO). Chicago ($S 001 and Florida cities ($2 00)
Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply Nxr complete offer detaih. call Hino 942 gmf.x current student Cardmembers Automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
SEINKES
mail g) I000 Americas Express Trawl itelated Services Company. Inc

10% OFF
WITH THIS AD
.11
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PORTLAND, Ore. (API -By
her count, Dr. Ruth Harnett performed 40,(XX) abortions over a halfcentury. all during a time when the
practice was illegal.
Police raided her clinic again and
again. She served two terms in the
county jail, one temi in the state
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a Missouri case that could change
the landmark abortion ruling. On the
eve of Wednesday’s opening arguments in the case, people who knew
Barnett remembered the doctor and
her crusade.
. To some, she was "Ruthless
Ruth."

prison, but insisted always, "I never
really broke the law."
She died in 1969, never living to
see the U.S. Supreme Court’s Roe
vs. Wade decision, which changed
the law to give women a constitutional right loan abortion.
Now, the high court is considering

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Illegal abortions may affect decision

11
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOUNDRY PARTY MAY 5th 13.1-12,
SJSU Metal Facility. 1036 S 5th
St Dinner. drinks, dancing, the
band Tickets $7 advance. 06 at
door Tickets available at A S
Business Office, rm 235 or at
foundry
FREE VISA, MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college students,
Just send
sell eddreased
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th St. Box
5, Philadelphis, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future,
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We

have

quality

plans at low
prices Monthly nnris available
Call Merit Fake at (408I943-9190
tor no obligation quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now, Save your teeth. .yes
and Money too Cleanings and ot.
flee visits at no charge For brochure see A S office or Student
Health Center or call (408(371E411 in San Jose
408-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something tor every interest, Romance.
triendship.
iffilventure
Leave your message or you can
hear six minsages horn others.
try It, you’ll be glad you did Call
doily’
Messages change frequently Only 02
any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys Surplus Buyers Guido
140243E8885 Est R4250
BUY A NEW CAR hassle fr. tor less
money You pick ho model. make
and accessories We find you the
best deal. no obligati. Independent broker, references call KEN
at 728-0639

4E8-3953
CUSTOMER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Heritage Coblevision
has immenate openings for
bright, enthusiastic, inlivkluale
with *lc communication skills 4
customer contact exp Good core. open In netting, feat -growing Industry Phone, computer.
sales on dished. Good education 4 bilingual aro pluses No
phone calls please Apply in person at 234 E Gish Rd San Jose
or send resume to Heritage Cable.
010100, P0000 114, San Jose, Cs
95103-.0114 EOE

to the apprehension of persons
Involved in THEFT 4 17 of ’89
CHEVY CAMERO royal biu wht
strps Recovered on 11th St. &
Horning, S J Call 264-8097
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4 wheelers. motorhornes, by FBI, IRS.
DEA Available your area now
Call (805) 682-7555, eat C-1255
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
get you where you’re going Special payment plan & nay credit
to. students B & J Motors, corner
or 1st 8 Virginia, 798 S tot St..
San Jose, 288-6818
82 JETTA - Must sell - 92 thousand
miles Call or leave message 97E5872
65 MUSTANG 200 no en 6 cyl, auto
trans runs good $3200 No 92E7100 days 629.7103.0..

FOR SALE

602-838-8885. sl 0144250
MATTRESS SETS. NEW. BEDS.
Twin 085. full $89. queen $129,
king $188 You gel both pines
Bunkbeds 5129 Bedirernes available now if your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get new bed?
Our beds aro very comfortable 8
cheap C011945-8558

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES 5500 $08 up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES. P0 Box 3247, San
Jo., CA 95115
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $50000 & up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
Asociates, PO BOX 3247. San
Jon, CA 95156 Need 25 people
HIRING, Government

lobs -your arse $17,840-$69.485
Call 1402-538-8885. Pot R4250
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on groveyd shift
and weekend .11111 (26-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mech or
elec ossembly en or nun ad in
the sciences or computer pros
eltisen We offer
Must be US
Call
reit.
Tffiluestion
415 493-1800, 0445, VARIAN
AVON SALES - Buy or sell Avon,
Earn x -Ira income or allow me to
sell to you, It beauty co In
America - Do your shopping nth
Avon,

Avoid crowds & lot me
IA-f 5 30-5 30 Jane

serve you
251-5942

AS LEISURE SERVICES needs creall., organised RECREATION
SPECIALIST to plan & run our leisure classes, trips, workshops
etc Pick up applications in the
Student ActIviti. & Services Office next to the Pub
5950

4 bdrm, 2 bih. 201 N 5th St carpels.
drapes, stove, refrig, newly re-

2 BORM,Nith,529 5 10th St Avail
May IS, call 266-2330 or 924-2100

CONGRATULATIONS PRAM NGOC
LIEN. Good luck in dental school
We’re very PROUD of your

God’s sonse of mystery. not
man’s Insistence on dogma Ctsit.
SALESPERSONS
needed for shop in the Pavilion on
5 1st Si. 293’1910

bribe that mystery with us at
Mass, open 10 .11. 7 P M Sundays,

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
businents & investors seek
foreign nalionsis vetro brat tund
knowledge of economk bust

United Methodist Church, 14 N
5th St Sett Jo. We also hell+
clergy, both male and linen who

resume to BCS 1011.700 St Marys
Pi
Suit. 1400 San Antonio,
TO 78205 or 600426-2828 Ext 856
INTERESTED IN MUSIC? Sales person
needed tor
Los Gatos Music
store, cell 379-8590

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential,
your
very
own
probe 247-7486. 335 S Beywood
Ave San Jose

the professors own detailed sok.
lIons Ennoble for 11 Engineering
courses. Calculus. Ell% Dfff Eqns
Lin Alg. Chem 0-Chern, Physics
4 morn 23 different books snit able at Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore

WAY
THROUGH
While building your
viontort’s lashlon clothing

own

business In your spare time Ey
colletnt income potent’. Fun &
easy

Training

provided

colors Thanks for everything
Your little buddy (and Ton-C)

SECURITY

OFFICE9114,110CESS
SERVERS Full part time ...why
coffin.
all shills Full part time
evening process servers We will
!rein Apply in person Mon -Fri.

MIKE BUHLE. Care for another dip In
the pool? Give me call. LINDA

Cali 920-

BUSSPERSONS NEEDED, line dining
experience necessary Apply In
person Tue. Sat EMILE’s. 545 S
2nd St
CHEER UP, I’m hiring 00010 expon
*ion, I need more people to earn
week for pert time
$150 to $580
phone promotion
hours doing
salary
& bonus.. Wit
Guaranteed
train Call Dave 408-727-0447
AVAILPOSITIONS
CHIL DCARE
Full and pert time p.n.
ABLE
nent ponions aoaliekla Montero
Caillorni Nannies. 1150.8 Antonio Rd Suite 112. L. Altos, Cs
94022, (415)9442933

TELEMARKETING,
SETTING
Pert

APPOINTMENT
time, $20084
POSSIBLE, dally cash Walking
distance from campus, friendly

credit Get your Visa Mastercard
now Call (408) 293-6174
DESKTOP

Contact PAC LUTRAN
(408)279-2050

If you are looking to earn

Tomes 4 Oleott)
SM DIVERSIFIED Bus needs acct bk
per inept nec hr. Good starting
pity, excInt exp for resume. grth
potential 793-2245,Denny
SINGLES MAGAZINE
Needs (7) Of lice clefts (I) graphic artist (1/
driver
(1) mifflrotfinl 0.110.
Close to campus Fleyible hrs
PT FT 11 84E7 50 hr Cell 9.9377

Cheek Writing Cashing
Alone
lecturers Hanover GSL S Valuable Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at

computer ...Is only tho.
sources you are qualffied to receive, thus ensuring the ben pos
sible list Our went. Is loncoat
and guaranteed! Call or writs
Student Aid Sonless. 106 E. Fremont Are . M178, Sunnyvale, Ca
64067, 1400-USA-1221, int 8153.

1513 for repo list yOur ann.
ROOM FOR BENT Starts June like
apt on 1216 St Female nonsmoker only. USA.. 778-011116
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Professional typing. reasonable
Term papers and rosumes Call
Elaine 279-2221. 280 Meridian

II

14

fig

-

paw,

Call Mary Ann id
Ann’s, Senn Clare 241-5190

-

-- - -

i

Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Avantle night

Classified

and day Rush lobs ore my affect
&My Call Pam et 14081225-5025 or
(408)725.9009
CALL LINDA TODAY tor experienced,

cod a typist who le esperlenced in
ell formats (including APA) for all

word processing needs Term PA
pers. reports, resumes, letters,

your typing needs ( then. Call
LindaTtle Write Type 723-1714

group pro.ts, manuals, theses.
etc Letter quality, All formats
plus APA, SPELCHEK, punctuaAll
tion. prem..- assistance

professionsi word processing
with I saw printer Theses. term
papers group pro)ects. etc All
formats
SPA
including

EDP SERVICES - experienced pro-

St 75 peck double spaced 110
pitch) Otfick return Transcription
available
Almadensone.

fessional
word
processing,
thnes, resumes, lettere, reports
Just 15 minutes from campus

Bronn. thee Phone 2114-4504

Call Evelyn, 274/014
EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSiNG
On campus pkkup delivery Letter quality Term papers, group
protects, theses, resumes, faculty

CALL MRS MORTON at 265-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers.resetarch protects
& resumes Will gladly asaist tei
grammar punch..., and sen-

projects, etc APE. MLA. Tureblan
tormsts Goal guar (27 yrs eye )
Call Roe 274-3064 (nave message( vallable 7 days 5.ek, also

tence structure (knowledgable On
Tureblan, SPA, & Campbell formats)
Equipment used
Werra
Perfect & HPLA.,6011 Consider-

June, July and August

able business export.ve and former English men,
WIl LOW
GL EN nes

pression? A neatly -1..1 paper
gets higher grade For the best

PEP

result. call Barbara et
WRITE TYPE -(400) 972-5430
AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD., This Year.

1909 deadlines Student
discount WORD PROCESSING
PLUS
923-6461
PROCESS IT WRITE, Faculty and students can rely on accurste
timely production of newsletters,
reports, resumes, publicati.s,

work guaranteed Er. Ms. aka ago Affordable student feculty
rates’ For professional, depend-

manuscripts, correspodoncs etc
Will aid in grammar spelling -

able worryfre concc al its best
PAM
247-2681 IS’Clare)

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response, leave message for

GO WITH THE BEST, Top-quality secretarial nrvice for ALL your
WORD processing needs Graph -

Perm.. at (4081280-1821
PROFESSIONAL
enee

your ocadornic. business

Neal

CANDIDATES

RmSOnlible

re1e5

4 fast
campus

RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & nplicatkons word processing
Career consultations
Bay areas 1 professional serv
ice Career Center. 1765 Scott
Blvd, Santa Clara, 243-4070

WORD or 253-WORK
MASTERS

IS years nperi

turn -around Close to
Phone 292.096

All work done on
PS Lae. Printer, or printing from
your disk Both IBM & M. It computers Special student rote, Call
Printy s WORDWORKS et 251

AND

SPEEDY DELIVERY TYPING

UN-

On campus pick-up & delivery
214-04000, beeper. 236-9483

DERCIR ADS

Enterienced Minis
typist _ac.pting bookings for

SPEEDY DELIVERY TYPING on emir
pus Plck-up & delivery. 774-0801)
or beeper’ Cali 236-9483
Prof.
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
shunt typing 8 burliness Sers
ices Est. ressonable & Sc.
rate C0114084243075
TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
14011)977-1563

TYPYING & WORD

PROCESSING

ice, charts. letters, reports, manuscripts, resumes, term papers,
theses Let our words word tor
your Editing. grimmer & spell
checking

EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make the best irn

COMPUTER- iset-ticcurafe roar Hamilton 4 WIncheeter, Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 St 50 per

Spring

WORD PROCESSING

transcription

Term papers theses, resumes
manuscripts
Fast turn/round
Free disk storage ...tented
typral and legal transcrobar

WOan

PROCESSING,

professionsl

speedy service reasonable rates
S San Jose Or Al SERVICES
call Nil 8590
RESEARCH rnirwo Ver
oaths expert sta. SOO 7’7 7901

WRITING

111".

(Cl 1,’!! .111
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

Two
One
Day
Days
$4 80
3 L Ines
$390
$570
4 Lines $480
$660
5 Lines $570
$750
6 t Ines
$655
E ach Additional Line Add $

Three

Days
$525
$6 15
$700
S790
90

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$8 10

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
57 50
$840

Each
Extra
Day
Si 00
St 15
St 30
$1 45
(’1,111 Naillti

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5.9 L Ines S50 00 10.14 I ines 570 00
15 Plus Lmes $9000

Address

Phone 924-3277
City & State

el (406)717-70211

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Gebel
and ~Ong weer. apeelallsing 51
wedding., form. ne REASONS 111F RATES. *weft non In WE

1

nclosect
Circle a Classification
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For

Sale

Typing

Personal.,
Services
I ost P. Found

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

365

1393

JOCKEY

by
Desiree Michel, loweorly of KILOS
You’ve got the party wW00 got
the musk! MINE Productions

PROOFREADING,

.

EVER AFTER,

-...

01

PJ-923-2309

Al.’ DONT LET H.
WATCH THAT5110P/1
a 4 WAY TOO
VIOLENT,

HATS il FLIOCE CM

60.51A E.LOSV 401.1R.
....._ HEAD OFF .

GRETEL SIEWED THE
WITCH INTO THE OVEN
AND LNEDHAPPLY

4, ’4
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To ensure

your
paper’s
compiotIon
on
schedule mann your time early

nondenorninotional
envie.
w pen.. now.? PIan now for
summer commons Cell Inv
Larson at 257-7173

Ores, 2117-7707

11 without cresIN ellen You repair Also tan delinquent lOnikkisuree naIl (105) MEM& est

(BERRYESSA areal

rT

MP ’THEN HANSEL AnD

Pepers.thosis.rosurnes,

manuscripts 4 group
protects weicom Student rates.
7 min frm campus nr 680 & McKee

PLANNING A WEDGING? Looking tor

June to

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
ennoble horn government horn

cessing
reports.
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Radio
VALDEZ. Alaska (API
messages recorded the !Minting the

Exxon Valdez ran aground show the
ship’s captain spent up to an hour
Ir ing to rock the tanker free, a move

aid Rothhlatt front urban and regnmal planning, Patricia Nichols
born linguistics. Lela Horens front
o, upational therapy and Mary Lou
evv audow ski from graduate studies.

the Coast Guard says could have
sunk the ship.
The transcripts were obtained in a
Freedom of Information Act request
by the Anchorage Daily News,
which published details Tuesday.
Also today, Exxon Corp. said 31
lawsuits and 1.3(X) claims ranging
from $500 to $4 million have been
filed against the company in the
wake of the 10.1 mill in gallon spill
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of oil from the Valdei. At a meeting
securit aniOsts in New York.
Is son officials declined to put a
total dollar value on the lawsuits or
the claims
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he learned to let others help.
Now Wedemeyer does what he
can to help othets He 4ind Ins wife
Shelley Scott

THE GENERAL UNION OF PALESTINIAN STUDENTS
CELEBRATES THE 17th MONTH OF THE UPRISING

THE INTIFADAH

but can’t attend class regularly ?
ii

OUR PASSING RATE IS 70%
In over 100 cities throughout the nation.
Send to: 15760 Ventura Blvd.. Ste. 1101, Encino, CA 91436 OR
Toll-Free: (800) 423-2470 or contact. Melalne Pennock (415) 838-4396

Call

Name:
Address:
City & State:
Phone: I
)
FOR YOUR FREE INVITATION TO THE FIRST CLASSES
130,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957

Wedeme!,er said.
"Never stop living until you’re
done list lig. he said

Ella Mae Lentz, a deaf poet, signs one of her poems

WA NT T6-1:Eliii N
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Kw[i

lit the first transmission, Hazelwood informed the Coast Guard
in Valdez that he was aground,
"leaking some oil and we’re going
lit be here for a while.

Daily staff photographer

...

BECKER
CPA

Transcripts of March 24 radio
Coast Guard
McCall and
tanker captain Joseph Hazelwood indicate the skipper tried to free the
ship despite warnings the tanker
might be unstable.

messages between
Commander Steve

travel around the country, speaking
to different groups.
A posalisie outlook is important.

tutu

,01,1dering
la
to actually
NOrth., late has’
discuss his guilt or innocence.
ith then time so far spent re-

In other developments. millions of
tiny salmon have been released into
oil -tainted Prince William Sound.
and wildlife officials were deploying
fireworks. shotguns and other noisemakers to scare migrating birds to
safety.

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in k
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

k

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at
Sweeney Hall #219

\
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BLACK ANGUS
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MUSIC

DANCING
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Now all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.
We don’t believe academic pressure should be complicated by financial
pressure. That’s why BofA has been offering student loans for more
than 25 years. To find out if you qualify for one, just make an
appointment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your nearest
Bank at America branch. Or send in a
card from one of our posters on campus
and we’ll mail you an application. Go
aheadit could be the easiest answer to
Bank of America
the toughest question you’ll face all year. 1),,ingrbriol,h1r MOCCCAII01111.lits.

EVERY
9
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DAY NIGH71
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1011 BLOSSOSI HILL ROAD SAN JISE C 95123
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(406) 266- 602

